The Weather

Kentucky—Early clouds and rain showers may be scattered near the eastern border of the state. Thereafter the weather will improve, and the chance of showers will be less. Temperatures will average near normal, and the winds will be light. 

PROCLAMATION

I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim June 13 of each year as "Proclamation Day," as a recognition of the achievement of peace by World War II veterans, their families, and others.

Anti-Malaria Meet At MSC Tuesday Night

All Interested In Controlling Disease Invited

STARTS AT 8 P.M.

Marine Malaria center is open and flourishing, thanks in considerable part to the interest and support of the MSC. A meeting of the MSC will be held Tuesday night, June 13, at 8 P.M., in the MSC Auditorium, to discuss the prevention and control of malaria.

Reality of God's Presence Is Topic of Rev. Bradley

Fire Named This Week

Executive Body

Red Cross Has

Three Odd Periods

Board Problems For Industry

During the 10-day vacation the board will meet to consider the following issues:

1. The question of steel workers' health, safety and welfare.
2. The problem of labor-management relations.
3. The need for a more effective system of collective bargaining.

These matters are of great importance to our industry, and I urge all members of the board to give them serious consideration.

Letter Carriers Vote For Hall

A Meeting Will Be Held Wednesday in the MSC Auditorium to discuss the proposed changes in the 1948 collective bargaining agreement.

Looted Ledger and Times

Will Become Daily

Fulton, Kentucky—Friday Evening, June 13, 1947

Associated Press Local Wire

Five Counties Will Be Covered

Associated Press

Fulton, Kentucky, Friday Evening, June 13, 1947

By Y. T. BAZI
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First District Chinese Are Helpful
Dr. James B. White
A FORGOTTEN AMERICAN

The real news about Chinese border difficulties and the calamities that have befallen them is so much bad news that it is hard to believe, but that we have heard about before. It is hard to believe that anyone would want to do such a terrible thing.

On the other hand, the Chinese are so helpful and kind that it is hard to believe that they would want to do such a terrible thing.
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Wanted to Rent
"Mrs For Sale: Any size. Also IME, DIE114 PIANOS-Acrosonic, *
—42.2crnic

Electric washers, irons also rooms for men only.
Piano Sales, 1323 S. 7th, May-
hen" - or see or call Mrs.

Pour 7"

SUGGESTIONS
Automatic -
Also Other Models
CHAMPION
$97.50

CUSTOM mowing -new tractor
SLIP COVERS and sewing. C
FOR pedant mid efficient photo
ADDING MACHINES. TYPE
• Miscellaneous
Appliances, Wiring, Radio Repair-
• neiip Wanted
and mower, clipping pastures,
collect. 150-3tp
858. 143-tfr
the Owl Photo Shop in the
DDT. Also spraying homes.

WRITERS AND CASH REGIS.
cards, programs, etc. Mary
Burton, phone Clinton 2651

 книгs for Pal

H. Grissom, Phone 9177.

Kentucky, that I, Lee Roper,
of arIX natere, character or
debts or purchases or contracts

hand this June 12, 1947.

On West State Line.
on 2 1-2 acres. Possession at
City highway. Basement, fur-

rnet house on Norman street
with three nice apartments.

New 4 -room house in South
Kentucky, nice yard. Bird baths, seats, urns
Nursery and Pottery, two miles

water on corner lot in Water
Valley. Nice house, pretty yard
in cabinets, built-in bath.
Something nice for $4250. Pos-

Livestock Market
National Blacktails, 21, June

Cattle 1,300; calves 1,000; few

Claims other than veterans
$373,371 went to self-employed
$1.855,351 to $1,604,027. of which

 Claims other than veterans

SAVINGS
GENERAL TIRES
UP TO 25% ON TOP QUALITY GENERAL TIRES AND AIRSEAL TUBES

Here's your chance to discard those risky wartime tires before they ditch you! Get rolling on new, rugged Top-Grade tires...extra broad protection for wet weather... extra broad protection for the hot days ahead.

COME IN YOU CAN COUNT ON THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
General originated the Trade-In Sale. It's our way of winning new customers. We'll go the limit to give you an allowance you can't pass up, because we know no one can outlast the long term preferences that Top-Grade wins. Come in and let's talk it over.

Saves up to 50% on Benjamin Rush Specials
All makes
RECONDITIONED NEW TIRES
GOOD REAS

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
228 Fourth Street
Phone 60

For Sale
SUPER SERVICE
WELL LOCATED
GOOD LEASE
REASONABLE
WHITE
Box 387-T
CJr of Leaders